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Context & scale

Cathode materials for Li-ion

batteries commonly suffer from

chemo-mechanical structural

degradation during cycling. The

repeated (de-)lithiation processes

induce severe volume change and

deteriorate the structural integrity

of the cathode particles and

cathode coatings. For solid-state

batteries, this is particularly

detrimental as the solid

electrolyte lacks the mechanical

compliance to accommodate the

local expansion and contraction of

the cathode particles, resulting in

cathode-electrolyte decohesion,

increasing cell impedance, and
SUMMARY

The cycling of cathode materials for Li-ion batteries is often accom-
panied by a change in volume, posing a challenge to the integrity of
cathode particles and electrolyte/cathode interface in solid-state
batteries. To enhance capacity retention, it is thus crucial to design
materials that remain structurally invariant during electrochemical
cycling. Here, we use well-calibrated first-principles calculations to
systematically investigate the effect of transition-metal chemistry,
cation ordering, Li site occupancy, redox-inactive species, anion
substitution, and cation migration on the volume change associated
with the delithiation of cathode materials with an FCC anion frame-
work. Suggested by an in-depth first-principles Monte Carlo
simulation of the Li+–V3+–Nb5+–O2�–F� system, we experimentally
confirm Li1.3V0.4Nb0.3O2 and Li1.25V0.55Nb0.2O1.9F0.1 as nearly
zero-strain cathodes. Our study establishes a fundamental under-
standing of the important physical descriptors that determine the
dimensional change of materials during cycling and provides gen-
eral guidelines for designing low- or zero-strain cathodes.
capacity loss. Here, we

demonstrate a well-calibrated

computational approach to

evaluate the structural and

compositional factors that

determine the volume change of

cathodes upon charge and

experimentally validate our

predictions. Our work establishes

guidelines for designing novel

cathodes with high dimensional

stability for next-generation

batteries.
INTRODUCTION

The continued improvement in the performance of Li-ion batteries (LIBs) has made

them the technology of choice for electrical energy storage. LIBs are now the only

rechargeable battery other than lead-acid batteries that have an annual production

rate of >5 GWh year�1, and this rate is expected to reach hundreds of GWh year�1

over the next 5 years. Current commercial cathodes undergo a significant volume

change when Li is cycled in and out of them. For example, layered LiNi0.8Co0.1Mn0.1O2

(NCM811) experiences a volume decrease of �6% when charged to 4.4 V.1 Spinel

LiMn2O4 undergoes a lattice-parameter contraction of more than 3% when charged

to 4.5 V,2 corresponding to a volume change of more than 9%. LiFePO4 contracts by

6%–7% when charged to FePO4.
3,4 The volume change of a cathode material can be

detrimental in many ways. Any non-homogeneity of the strain, either inside cathode

particles or within the composite cathode, leads to mechanical stresses that can

degrade the primary and secondary particles, especially at high states of charge

(SOCs).5 The microcracks and fractures accumulated in the cathode particles create

fresh surfaces without protection from a stable electrolyte–cathode interface, resulting

in capacity fading over long-term cycling. Volume changes at the electrode level can

also lead to progressive damage to the separator and even catastrophic failure.6 In

solid-state batteries (SSBs), problems caused by the volume change of the active cath-

odematerial are considerably aggravated. ‘‘Breathing’’ cathodes push the surrounding

solid electrolyte away,1,7 creating a substantial challenge to long-term capacity reten-

tion because of cathode/solid-electrolyte contact loss, coating breakdown, and
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pressure changes in a volume-constrained cell environment.8–11 It would therefore be

transformative to establish zero-strain (zs) cathodes that exhibit small or even zero vol-

ume change upon Li extraction or insertion. In this work, we provide a quantitative and

actionable analysis of the structural and chemical factors that contribute to volume

change and integrate them into the design of two near-zs materials.

Although Li4Ti5O12 (LTO) is well known as a zs anode material,12,13 limited experi-

mental effort has been devoted to developing zs cathodematerials. In 2017, de Biasi

et al. demonstrated that by tuning the Ni/Co/Mn ratio in layered LiNixCoyMnzO2

(NCM, with x + y + z = 1) compounds, one could reduce the volume change below

a specific SOC.14 However, an initial anisotropic structural contraction followed by

an expansion is still observed in such layered cathodes throughout the delithiation

process. Disordered rocksalt Li-excess (DRX) compounds, which share their face-

centered cubic (FCC) anion framework with well-established layered and spinel cath-

ode materials, are cubic due to the cation disorder and are some of the first cathode

materials for which a very small and isotropic volume change has been demon-

strated.15–17 In 2014, Lee et al. developed a Cr–Mo-based DRX material (formed

in situ from a layered structure after 5–10 cycles) that exhibits a near-zero volume

change of �0.12% when charged up to 4.3 V.15 In 2017, Yabuuchi and co-workers

similarly demonstrated that V-containing DRX materials could also exhibit a small

dimensional change when charging.16,17

In this work, we investigate the role of the compositional and structural factors that

control the volume change upon Li removal: the choice of redox-active transition-

metal (TM) species, the nature of Li–TM cation ordering, Li occupancy in tetrahedral

versus octahedral sites, TM migration, presence of redox-inactive metals, and

amount of F substitution for oxygen. Ab initio computations are used to investigate

the effect of each factor separately in order to establish general design rules for zs

cathode materials. Our work leads to precise and generalizable insights into volume

change upon delithiation: We observe that cathode materials based on the redox of

early TM ions with only electrons in t2g orbitals generally undergo a smaller volume

change upon (de-)lithiation. Moreover, a cubic intercalation host removes the

anisotropy of the volume expansion/contraction and is also found to reduce its

magnitude. Migration of Li from octahedral to tetrahedral sites as Li is removed

from the structure can also reduce volume contraction upon charging, as does TM

migration into the tetrahedral site at the end of charge.

Following these design principles, we investigated the Li+–V3+–Nb5+–O2�–F�

(LVNOF) DRX compositional space to find specific compositions that undergo min-

imal volume change upon delithiation. We predict and synthesize Li1.3V0.4Nb0.3O2

(LVNO43) and Li1.25V0.55Nb0.2O1.9F0.1 (LVNOF552) as nearly ‘‘zs’’ compositions. In

particular, the fluorinated LVNOF552 exhibits a maximum isotropic volume change

of �0.7% over a capacity of 200 mAh/g. It has a volume difference of only 0.9 Å3/Li

between the 1.5 V discharged and 4.8 V charged state. Our work establishes a

comprehensive understanding of how structural and compositional factors affect

the volume change of FCC anion-based cathode materials and provides a quantita-

tive framework to design zs cathode candidates.
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RESULTS

Effects of TM chemistry, cation ordering, and Li occupancy

DFT calculations were performed using the SCAN+rVV10 functional.18 This

approach has been proven to be more accurate than GGA or GGA+U for geometry
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and structure selectivity as it considers intermediate-to-long-range van der Waals in-

teractions.18,19 To assess the validity of this approach for typical battery chemistries

and structures, we benchmarked the performance of GGA+U, SCAN, and SCAN+-

rVV10 in predicting the unit-cell volume of various oxide materials with an O3-

layered structure (R-3m space group) against experimental data. As shown in

Table S1, compared with GGA+U, SCAN+rVV10 yields much more accurate vol-

umes for the layered compounds, with GGA+U tending to overestimate the vol-

ume.20 SCAN and SCAN+rVV10 have on average similar accuracy for lithiated TM

oxides; however, SCAN overestimates the unit-cell volume of the fully delithiated

structure (CoO2) and fails to capture the volume decrease associated with the extrac-

tion of Li. We therefore chose the SCAN+rVV10 functional to properly evaluate the

volume change associated with Li extraction in metal oxides.

Our approach, enabled by ab initio computing, is to isolate each chemical and struc-

tural factor by keeping as much as possible all other factors unchanged when

comparing volume changes. Although volume change is most often quoted as a per-

centage change of the unit cell (independent of the capacity), we argue here that a

moremeaningful quantity can be achieved by normalizing the volume change by the

amount of capacity cycled. This removes focus from systems that solely have small

volume change because they have small capacity. In thermodynamics, the relevant

quantity is the partial molar volume of Li in the compound, defined as the derivative

of the volume with respect to Li content (Equation 1). In most of our calculations, we

approximate the partial molar volume of Li as the finite difference of the volumes of

the lithiated and delithiated states normalized by the amount of Li removed:

V Li =

�
vV

vnLi

�
T ;P;njsLi

z
ðVd � VlÞ
nLi;d � nLi;l

; (Equation 1)

whereVd andVl are, respectively, the volumes of the delithiated and lithiated structures,

and nLi is the number of Li atoms present in the structure. Consistent with the thermo-

dynamic interpretation, the partial molar volume of Li in a compound can be thought of

as the volume that Li occupies. In this work, we calculate and analyze the negative partial

molar volume of Li (� V Li), which we call the partial molar extraction volume of Li to

make it more consistent with how the battery field discuss volume effects.

We use four common LiMO2 structure types to evaluate volume changes: The O3-

layered structure, lithiated Li2M2O4 spinel, the g-LiFeO2-type ordered structure,

and a cation-disordered rocksalt. We evaluate the volume change of each structure

with multiple TMs, even when that creates a compound which may not be the most

stable structure for that chemistry so that the effect of structure and TM can be fully

isolated.

The calculated partial molar extraction volume of Li for the O3-layered LiMO2 struc-

tures with varying TM is shown in Figure 1. The electronic configuration of each TM

cation is also provided along the x axis. In layered materials, as in other rocksalt-

derived compounds, each TM is octahedrally coordinated with its first nearest

neighbor O anions forming a (TM)O6 unit.
21 As a result, the d-orbitals split into three

lower-energy t2g and two higher-energy eg orbitals.
22 TMs with only t2g electrons are

colored blue, whereas those that also have eg electrons are colored in aquamarine.

The results in Figure 1 indicate that although all the investigated layered materials

undergo a volume decrease upon full delithiation, cations with only t2g electron oc-

cupancy, such as Ti3+, V3+, Cr3+, and Co3+, generally lead to a smaller volume
1656 Joule 6, 1654–1671, July 20, 2022



Figure 1. Effect of redox chemistry

Calculated partial molar extraction volume of Li of O3-layered LiMO2 with notation on the corre-

sponding electronic structure of TM3+.

See also Figure S1.
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change, with Ti3+ and V3+ having the lowest magnitude�VLi of�2.08 and�2.94 Å3.

In contrast, LiMnO2 and LiNiO2, which have redox TMs with electrons occupying eg
orbitals, undergo larger volume change, with�V Li of�4.85 and�4.25 Å3. These re-

sults implicate a correlation between chemistry, namely the d-orbital occupancy of

the TM species, and volume change upon delithiation in layered materials. It is inter-

esting that O3-LiFeO2 also exhibits a relatively small �VLi of �3.81 Å3 upon the

removal of all Li, despite Fe3+ having an eg electronic configuration. We will discuss

the reasons for this phenomenon which is related to the Jahn-Teller (JT) activity of

Fe4+ in a later section. To corroborate the trend of volume change with chemistry,

we also show the computed volume of Li extraction in layered structures with O1

stacking in Figure S1A, which shows similar behavior to the O3-compounds. The

small volume change associated with the oxidation of a t2g state is also observed

in O3-compounds with 4d and 5d TM ions, as shown in Figure S1D.

To examine the effect of cation arrangement, we calculated the partial molar extrac-

tion volume of Li in three structures with FCC-like cation packing: O3-layered, lithi-

ated spinel, and g-LiFeO2 ordering. For easier comparison, we visualize these three

cation orderings within the same cell shape in Figure 2A. Note that the lithiated

spinel is the LT-Li2Co2O4 structure with only octahedral cation occupancy.23

Because of the overlithiation no tetrahedral occupancy is present in this structure,

although the cations have the same ordering as in LiM2O4 spinels. We note that

the spinel-like LiFeO2 structures were calculated using the GGA+U (UFe = 4.0 eV)

functional instead of SCAN+rVV10, as the latter fails to correctly produce the

high-spin state of Fe4+ and its associated JT activity. The calculated � VLi for each

structure is plotted in Figure 2B. Among the three polymorphs considered, the

layered structure generally exhibits the largest partial molar extraction volume of

Li. In contrast, Li removal causes less volume change in the lithiated spinel and

g-LiFeO2 structures.

We speculate that it is themore isotropic ordering of Li/TM in the lithiated spinel and

g-LiFeO2 host structures that gives them a comparatively lower volume reduction

upon delithiation. If that is the case, a cation-disordered structure would similarly

exhibit low volume contraction, given its isotropic ordering.15,24 To confirm this

speculation, we investigated the volume change in a disordered rocksalt structure

that was generated by swapping the 3a Li ions randomly with the 3b TM ions from

the 3 3 3 3 1 O3-layered supercells. In total, 34 random structures were generated

for each chemistry to obtain reasonable statistics. For each chemistry, we took the
Joule 6, 1654–1671, July 20, 2022 1657



Figure 2. Effect of structure and cation ordering

(A) Structural model of, from left to right, layered, lithiated spinel, g-LiFeO2, and cation-disordered

LiMO2.

(B) Calculated partial molar extraction volume of Li in LiMO2 in a layered (red circles), lithiated

spinel (blue circles), and g-LiFeO2 structure (green circles).

(C) Partial molar extraction volume of Li (in circles) and partial molar lattice parameter upon

delithiation (in squares) for layered (red) and cation-disordered structure (yellow).
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average of the partial molar extraction volume of Li and the partial molar lattice pa-

rameters calculated from all the relaxed fully delithiated and lithiated structures. In

Figure 2C, the left vertical axis corresponds to the partial molar extraction volume of

Li (circles) and the right vertical axis corresponds to the negative partial molar lattice

parameter (squares). For all chemistries, structures with cation mixing (in yellow)

exhibit reduced volume reduction over layered structures (in red).

In lithiated spinel structures, Li can occupy both the octahedral (16c) and tetrahedral

(8a) sites.25 This gives us the ability to probe whether the partial molar volume of Li is

different on the 8a and 16c site. In Figure 3A, we compare the volume change of two

scenarios for delithiating a Li0.5MO2 composition with TM cations in the spinel-like

16d sites: In the first scenario (red points in Figure 3A), Li ions occupy the tetrahedral

8a sites. In the alternative scenario (green points in Figure 3A), Li ions occupy half of

the octahedral 16c sites, with the distribution of Li and vacancies on 16c as the one

that minimizes the electrostatic Ewald energy.26 The partial molar extraction volume

of Li, calculated by removing all the Li from the structure, is shown in Figure 3B. The

structures with 8a occupancy have a greater magnitude of �VLi compared with the

structures with 16c occupancy for most of the chemistries, except for Ni3+ for which

the�VLi are very similar (�4.55 and�4.58 Å3). For example, Li0.5TiO2 and Li0.5CoO2

have �VLi of �1.92 and �2.91 Å3 when Li occupies 8a sites but only �0.50 and

�2.28 Å3 when Li occupy 16c sites. We note that the average Li8a–O bond length
1658 Joule 6, 1654–1671, July 20, 2022



Figure 3. Effect of Li occupancy

(A) Tetrahedral (8a-site) versus octahedral (16c-site) insertion of Li in spinel-like host structure.

(B) Calculated partial molar extraction volume of Li from 8a (red) versus 16c (green) from Li0.5MO2 to

MO2.
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(1.93 Å) is shorter than the average Li16c–O bond length (2.11 Å), which is consistent

with what one would expect from the Shannon radii.27 Rather than the absolute vol-

ume, it is however the change in the size of the octahedron or tetrahedron that con-

trols the partial molar Li volume. We will discuss this issue in a later section.

Detailed investigation of the Li+–V3+–Nb5+–O2�–F� space

Some of the early TMs, such as Ti, V, and Cr, are good candidates to create low-strain

cathode materials. Ti yields a low operating voltage, making it useful only for anode

applications.12,13 Due to its use of redox with t2g states and reasonable voltage, we

investigated the LVNOF DRX system in more detail. V3+-based DRX materials are a

promising class, given their high operating voltage, large reversible capacity, and

synthetic accessibility.16,17 The Nb5+ serves as a high-valence, redox-inert charge

compensator that allows for more Li excess and has been used in multiple DRX cath-

odes.17,28,29 In addition, substitution of some O2� by F� ensures a reasonable

amount of electron capacity as well as improved cyclability.30,31

Using the cluster-expansion model and Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, we evaluate

the volume change associated with delithiation of LVNOF compositions within the

ternary phase diagram with LiVO2, Li3NbO4, and LiF as the three endpoints, as

shown in Figure 4A. Since LiF solubility is generally limited in DRX systems to 7%–

10%,32 we only consider compositions in which the F content is lower than 0.4 per

formula unit, which is represented by the pink line in Figure 4A. Furthermore, we

only consider compositions with a Li content between 1.0 and 1.4 per formula unit

to ensure enough TM redox capability, as indicated by the blue line. The shaded re-

gion bounded by the constraints on F content (pink) and extractable Li (blue) thus

indicates the region of interest for potential zs cathodes. The contour lines in this

phase diagram show the compositions that share the same LiF solubility tempera-

ture based on cluster-expansion MC simulation. At nineteen compositions within

these bounds, indicated by the black diamonds in Figures 4B and 4C, 10 disordered

structures were sampled from a cluster-expansion MC simulation at elevated tem-

perature. The specific compositions are given in Figure S2.
Joule 6, 1654–1671, July 20, 2022 1659



Figure 4. Calculated volume change of delithiation in LVNOF system

(A) Calculated phase diagram (per atom basis) highlighting the composition space that is expected

to be synthetic accessible through solid-state synthesis and has reasonable electron capacity.

Calculated and interpolated partial molar extraction volume of Li when delithiated by (B) all V3+/5+

capacity and (C) 0.2 Li/anion. All simulated LVNOF compositions are denoted by the black dia-

monds. The locations of the two experimental compositions synthesized in this work are denoted

by the closed circle and square. The ‘‘zs’’ denotes the zero-strain contour. See also Figure S2 for the

exact simulated compositions.
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For each MC-sampled lithiated structure, we evaluated the volume change to two

different levels of delithiation: (1) removing a fixed number of 0.2 Li/anion to eval-

uate the volume change at low levels of charge and (2) removing the number of Li

that can be fully charge-compensated by the V3+/V5+ redox without triggering oxy-

gen redox, which can complicate the volume change trend in materials. Figures 4B

and 4C show the partial molar extraction volumes of Li interpolated between the

investigated compositions as a color map. The dashed lines represent constant

Nb content. A band of zs compositions near the solid line labeled as ‘‘zs’’ is found

for Nb content between 0.2 and 0.3 and Li excess of 0.25–0.3. Two major trends

can be recognized in the map. First, as the Nb content increases, the partial molar

extraction volume of Li generally becomes less negative. Second, the dependence

of partial molar extraction volume of Li on the fluorination level is weak in the LVNOF

system.

To experimentally confirm our predictions for the partial molar extraction volume of

Li, we synthesized two compounds in the vicinity of the predicted zs composition

contour (Figures 4B and 4C, circle and square symbols), LVNO43 and LVNOF552,

via a solid-state synthesis method. Details of the synthesis are provided in the exper-

imental procedures section. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of both materials

are presented in Figures S5A and S5C and can be indexed to a disordered rocksalt

phase (Fm-3m) without any apparent impurity peaks. Figures S5B and S5D show the
1660 Joule 6, 1654–1671, July 20, 2022



Figure 5. Structural change of LVNO43 and LVNOF552 during cycling

In situ XRD and corresponding electrochemical profile for the first 2 cycles under 10 mAg�1 of (A)

Li1.3V0.4Nb0.3O2 (LVNO43) and (B) Li1.25V0.55Nb0.2O1.9F0.1 (LVNOF552); variations of unit-cell vol-

ume of (C) Li1.3V0.4Nb0.3O2 and (D) Li1.25V0.55Nb0.2O1.9F0.1.

See also Figure S5.
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electrochemical cycling of LVNO43 and LVNOF552, respectively. A reversible

discharge capacity higher than 275 mAh/g (corresponding to an extractable amount

of 0.46 Li/anion or 0.92 Li per formula unit) is obtained in both cathodes at a current

density of 10mA/g, similar to previously reported results.33 The change of lattice pa-

rameters of LVNO43 and LVNOF552 with delithiation was evaluated using in situ

XRD and is presented in Figures 5A and 5B. Figures 5C and 5D also give the refined

volume of the two cathodematerials at each SOC. It is noted that Equation 1 was not

used for approximating the volume change of delithiation for LVNO43 and

LVNOF552 because the volume does not increase (decrease) monotonically during

discharge (charge), especially for LVNOF552. Instead, the partial molar extraction

volume of Li was obtained by normalizing the difference between the maximum

and minimum unit-cell volume by extracted Li content. This approach can account

for the upper limit of the overall volume change throughout the entire operation

voltage range and may yield greater magnitude of partial molar extraction volume

of Li than that computed from Equation 1. As shown in Figure 5C, LVNO43 exhibits

a maximum 1.2% volume change over a capacity of�175mAh/g, corresponding to a

�VLi of 1.5 Å3, in line with our theoretical prediction of �V Li equal to 1.3 Å3. The

fluorinated compound (i.e., LVNOF552) exhibits a lower volume change of 0.7%

over a capacity of �200 mAh/g, corresponding to a �VLi of 0.9 Å3. Our calculation

predicts a similarly small �VLi of �0.5 Å3 per stoichiometric Li.

Effect of metal migration

In some cathode materials, TMs may migrate back and forth between tetrahedral

and octahedral sites as their oxidation state changes. Migration to a tetrahedral

site is particularly likely for V and Cr containing materials when they are fully oxidized

at the top of charge16,17,34 and potentially for some Fe-containing oxides.35,36 To
Joule 6, 1654–1671, July 20, 2022 1661



Table 1. Fitted 1st-order coefficient of partial molar extraction volume of Li in two cases of

delithiation

Variable

Remove 0.2 Li/anion Using V3+ / 5+ capacity

Coeff. (Å3) R2-score (RMSE [Å3]) Coeff. (Å3) R2-score (RMSE [Å3])

Litet 19.6 0.734 (1.36 Å3) 14.5 0.729 (1.34 Å3)

Vtet 11.1 18.2

Nb 16.4 16.0

F �1.67 2.10

Intercept �2.92 �2.99

See also Figures S3 and S4, Table S2, and Note S1.
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establish a quantitative model for predicting volume change in LVNOF DRX and to

more comprehensively understand the impact of any changing site occupancies dur-

ing delithiation on the volume change, we linear regressed the partial molar extrac-

tion volume of Li against the site occupancies,37,38 which are defined as the concen-

tration of site-distinguished species with respect to the total number of anions in the

simulated structure. Because the site occupancies of certain species are correlated,

e.g., the occupancy of O and F on the anion site sums to one, we fitted with various

sets of features and chose the set that minimizes correlation among the site variables

while maintaining reasonable prediction power (see also Figures S3 and S4,

Table S2, and Note S1). The features used for the fitting of the partial molar extrac-

tion volume of Li include the concentration of tetrahedral Li and V, octahedral Nb,

and F in the delithiated structures. The fitting coefficients for both the limited deli-

thiation and full redox-capable delithiation are shown in Table 1. The intercept

term is interpreted as the average partial molar extraction volume of Li of disordered

rocksalt LiVO2 (all four features equal 0). From Table 1, for both cases of delithiation,

we observe that the tetrahedral Li and V and the octahedral Nb have positive coef-

ficients, indicating that more of their presence in the delithiated structure makes the

partial molar extraction volume of Li less negative. The coefficients of F, however,

are small, indicating a much weaker dependence of the partial molar extraction vol-

ume of Li on F, consistent with the trend observed in Figures 4B and 4C.

DISCUSSION

In this work, we have deconvoluted the factors that control the volume change when

cathode oxides are delithiated, thereby providing insight and a potential pathway to-

ward cathodematerials with low strain. Although achieving a small dimensional variation

during charge and discharge is important for all intercalation-based energy storage, it

may be particularly critical for SSBs, where the lack of compliance of the solid electrolyte

can lead to interface decohesion between the cathode and electrolyte.7,39

We find that in most cases, Li removal from the oxides leads to a volume reduction,

consistent with the expectations that the Li+ cation has a positive partial molar vol-

ume and that oxidation reduces the size of the TM. However, the partial molar vol-

ume of Li in cathode materials (2–5 Å3 in layered oxides) is almost an order of magni-

tude smaller than the volume of Li metal (21.6 Å3/atom),40 highlighting the

fundamentally different energetics in the oxide and metal. We find that the orbital

symmetry of the electron that is removed by oxidation (t2g versus eg) is an important

factor in setting the volume change, with a TMwith an eg electron typically having 2–

4 Å3/Li larger volume contraction compared with the oxidation of a t2g state. This is

consistent with our understanding of the nature of these electron states: although

the eg states are the antibonding counterpart of the (bonding) oxygen-rich states,

the t2g states can be considered mostly non-bonding in character41 as they have
1662 Joule 6, 1654–1671, July 20, 2022



Figure 6. Summary of absolute partial molar volume of Li of selected reported cathodes

The valence states of the TM ions in the fully lithiated compounds are decorated in the formula, and

the TM redox centers are highlighted in bold font. Note that the spinel structures in this plot have a

cation:anion ratio of 3:4, which is different from the lithiated spinel structures used in the DFT

calculation with a cation:anion ratio of 1:1.
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no net s-overlap with the p orbital of oxygen. Hence, removing an electron from the

t2g states has a limited effect on the TM–O bond length. In contrast, removing an an-

tibonding eg electron from the TM upon reduces the TM–O bond length. As a result,

the TM–O bond shortens more severely for the eg-redox- than for the t2g-redox-

based system.42,43 For Mn3+- and Fe3+-containing compounds, the volume change

associated with the removal of Li is also affected by the JT distortion associated with

high-spin Mn3+ and Fe4+, as illustrated in Figures S1B and S1C. The anharmonic part

of a JT distortion in the typical positive Q3 mode (two elongated and four shortened

bonds) leads to a volume expansion.41 This is particularly true for ions with large JT

distortions such as Mn3+ and Fe4+ and less so for Ni3+ for which the JT distortion is

smaller and less anharmonic. Hence, the volume reduction from LiMnO2 to MnO2 is

particularly large as oxidation compounds the removal of an eg electron with the loss

of the JT activity. In LiFeO2, the JT ion Fe4+ is instead created upon charging,

thereby mitigating the volume reduction from the removal of an eg electron, leading

to an overall smaller volume change than expected as can be observed in Figure 1.

With this perspective, Fe3+/4+ oxidation would result in a particularly attractive com-

bination of low strain and reasonable voltage, making it unfortunate that few Fe-con-

taining close-packed oxides lead to functioning cathode materials,44–46 possibly

due to the migration of Fe3+ whenever Li vacancies are created.47

Our computational findings are well corroborated by experimental data. In Figure 6,

we show the absolute partial molar volumes of Li obtained from the lattice-param-

eter changes as measured in the literature with XRD.1,14,28,29,34,48–55 The data are

sorted by active TM (x axis) and by structure (shape of symbol and color). The exper-

imental data support that Mn-redox-based compounds generally exhibit larger vol-

ume change than compounds with Fe or with TM ions that have an t2g electrons

removed upon oxidation. Figure 6 also confirms the low volume change of cathodes

with V-based redox since oxidation only removes t2g electrons.

Our analysis of the structural effect on the volume of delithiation (Figure 2B) shows

variations of 1–2 Å3/Li among the different cation arrangements. Among the
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ordered compounds, the cubic lithiated spinel generally undergoes the smallest vol-

ume change, whereas the layered structure tends to have the largest volume

change. Disordered rocksalts have similar or slightly lower volume change than

the lithiated spinels, hinting at the fact that the isotropic character of their crystal

structure is important to achieve low volume change. Our computational findings

on the role of structure are also supported by the experimental data in Figure 6.

In the Ni-redox based compounds provided in Figure 6, layered NCM materials,

except for LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2, have a larger magnitude of Li partial molar

volume than the disordered rocksalt structures (Li1.2Ni0.3Ti0.3Nb0.2O2 and

Li1.19Ni0.59Nb0.22O1.46F0.54). Even for compounds undergoing oxidation of the

Mn3+ ion, which displays one of the largest intrinsic volume changes, fairly low vol-

ume changes can be obtained: for example, the recently reported

Li1.2Mn0.2Ti0.4Cr0.2O2 DRX, in which both Mn3+ and Cr3+ are redox active, but in

which Cr6+ migrates to a tetrahedral site at top of charge, exhibits an absolute partial

molar volume of Li of only 1.96 Å3/Li evaluated at a capacity of 257 mAh/g.34 Hence,

retaining high symmetry, either by selection of the cation order to be isotropic or by

cation disordering, is a powerful handle to reduce volume change.

In addition to the TM redox center and cation ordering, the anion coordination of Li

also affects its partial molar volume. The results in Figure 3B demonstrate that the

partial molar volume of tetrahedral Li is larger than that of octahedral Li. Although

this may seem inconsistent with the bond lengths given earlier, it is the change in

this polyhedral volume upon Li insertion or extraction that is relevant. We find that

upon delithiation, the size of the tetrahedron changes comparatively more than

the size of the Li octahedron, which results in a smaller volume change for insertion

or removal of octahedral Li. The greater volume contribution of the tetrahedral Li

presents a real advantage for DRX materials as they contain some vacant tetrahedral

sites that are only face-sharing with octahedral Li.15 These 0-TM tetrahedral sites can

become occupied once enough Li is removed,56 adding a positive volume contribu-

tion upon charge. The higher partial molar volume of Litet also explains the observa-

tion by Lee et al. that the lithiated spinel Li2(Co1�xAlx)2O4 manifests very little

change in its volume (0.02%) when half of the Li ions are removed to form

Li(Co1�xAlx)2O4.
57 When Li is removed from this lithiated spinel, the remaining Li

ions migrate from the 16c to 8a sites as is well documented for other spinels such

as LTO and Li2Mn2O4.
58,59 This migration of the remaining Li from 16c to 8a sites

compensates for the volume reduction from the oxidation of Co3+ to Co4+ and

removal of half the Li ions upon charging. The formation of tetrahedral Li upon

charging has also been documented in layered materials that have Li excess in the

TM layer.60,61

Although our findings on the role of the TM cation, the structure, and the Li coordi-

nation should be general, we have studied in more detail in this paper the role of

other factors such as F substitution of O and the addition of inactive metals in setting

the volume change of disordered rocksalt compounds. In LVNOF compounds, the

redox-inactive charge compensator Nb5+ ions remain octahedrally coordinated

with the anions upon charge. We have also found that the average Nb–O bond

length undergoes a negligible change of 0.01 Å (�0.5%) upon delithiation, indi-

cating that the NbO6 unit serves as a rigid pillar that limits the contraction of the

unit-cell volume upon delithiation, consistent with the positive regressed coeffi-

cients for Nb in Table 1. Hence, redox-inactive metals may limit the volume reduc-

tion associated with Li removal by constraining how much TM and octahedra can

change volume. In contrast, we find that substitution of O by F does little to modify

the Li partial molar volume.
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Furthermore, it is crucial to recognize that the oxidation of redox-active TM upon

charge can be accompanied by site migration,17,34,36,62 which also affects the vol-

ume change of DRX compounds. In LVNOF, V can only migrate from a Li3V tetrahe-

dral configuration of octahedral sites (a vacant tetrahedral site with one V and three

Li first nearest neighbors)17 when the three oct-Li ions are removed so that no face-

sharing Li neighbors remain for the tetrahedral V. It can be inferred from our linear

fitting in Table 1 that tetrahedral V leads to a reduced volume contraction in the

V-containing DRX compounds. The increasing tetrahedral occupancy of TM ions

can further minimize volume strain in disordered rocksalt compounds, especially

with highly oxidized metals such as V5+, Cr6+ or for d5 ions such as Mn2+ and Fe3+,

which favors an oct-to-tet migration.17,34,63 This effect of cation migration upon

oxidation on the partial molar extraction volume of Li aligns well with a recent study

by Huang et al., which notes that the introduction of reversible oct-tet migration of

Cr as one of the redox centers in the Li+–Mn3+–Ti4+–Cr3+–O2� DRX system not only

improves the rate performance but also results in smaller volume change normalized

by capacity, compared with the Cr-free Li+–Mn3+–Ti4+–O2� DRX system.34

Our findings show that the cation-disordered rocksalt (DRX) and spinel structure are

good crystal structures from which to design low-strain cathodematerials. DRX cath-

odes have the additional advantage that they can incorporate some of the other

design handles that we have discussed in this paper, including inactive components,

migration of Li from octahedral to tetrahedral sites upon charge, and reversible

migration of oxidized TMs. In this paper, we have demonstrated very low volume

change in LVNO43 and LVNOF552, making them interesting candidates for solid-

state battery cathodes.

Although cation disordering cannot be used to lower the volume change of

layered cathodes as it reduces the mobility,64 one can still apply the other design

criteria identified in this paper to optimize dimensional change upon delithiation.

Experimentally, de Biasi et al. demonstrated that increasing the Co content in

NCM systems can effectively reduce the volumetric strain across a wide range of

charging voltages from 3.6 to 4.6 V.14 This observation aligns well with our theo-

retical arguments, as the high-spin Co, with only t2g electrons involved in the

oxidation, tends to induce much smaller volume changes upon delithiation than

the Ni2+/3+/Ni4+ redox. According to our findings, it should also be possible to

introduce stabilizing cations into the TM layers to reduce the strain. For example,

Mn4+ has been experimentally used as a structural stabilizer in the layered LiNiO2

(LNO) system, in which Ni2+/Ni4+ is the only redox couple.65–67 Our preliminary

calculation on the LiNi1�xMnxO2 (0 < x < 0.5) systems suggests that the redox-inert

Mn4+ can ameliorate the in-plane contraction upon delithiation and reduce the vol-

ume change when all the Li ions are extracted (see Figure S6 and supplemental in-

formation). This result agrees with a study by Yang et al., which shows that the

change of both a- and c-parameters upon charge is smaller for LiNi0.5Mn0.5O2

than for LiNiO2 for comparable amounts of Li extraction.68 In addition, it may

also be possible to reduce the volume change of lithiated spinel (cation:anion =

1:1) materials. Although isotropic cation ordering and tetrahedral Li occupancy

help to reduce the volume change of delithiation, the long-range ordering of

JT-active cations in the spinel structure can cause a large volume change by

inducing a collective distortion, as exemplified by LiMn2O4 in Figure 6. Therefore,

it is also possible to further suppress the volume change in spinel systems by intro-

ducing cation disorder. Enough of such cation disorder should disrupt the collec-

tive JT distortion so that the JT-active ions distort in different modes instead of

only the Q3 mode.41,69
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Conclusions

In this study, we established general principles for the design of low-strain cathodes

based on materials with an FCC anion framework. We showed that transition-metal

redox centers with non-bonding electronic configurations, isotropic structures,

cation disordering, inactive elements, and octahedral-to-tetrahedral migration of

Li upon charging reduce the volume change associated with delithiation. These prin-

ciples were applied to two compositions in the LVNOF DRX system that were exper-

imentally observed to be quasi-zs, validating the general design principles. Our

guidelines provide new insights into minimizing the strain of electrochemical cycling

for cathode candidates based on not only the DRX structure but also for layered and

spinel frameworks.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and materials should be directed to

and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Gerbrand Ceder (gceder@berkeley.edu).

Materials availability

Materials generated in this study will be made available on request.

Data and code availability

Experimental or computational data and codes are available on request.
Synthesis

LVNO43 was synthesized using a solid-state sintering method. Li2CO3 (with 5%

excess), V2O3, and Nb2O5 in a stoichiometric ratio were mixed and pre-heated in

Ar at 650�C and held for 1 h, followed by sintering at 950�C for 7 h. The resulting

sample was then cooled to room temperature and ball milled using a Retsch PM

400 planetary ball mill at 180 rpm for 2 h to attain a uniform particle size.

Li1.25V0.55Nb0.2O1.9F0.1 was synthesized using a similar solid-state sintering method.

Li2CO3 (with 5% excess), V2O3, Nb2O5, and LiF in a stoichiometric ratio were mixed

and pre-heated in Ar at 650�C and held for 1 h, followed by sintering at 950�C for 7 h.

The resulting sample was then ambient air quenched (without being exposed to air).

Different cooling methods in the synthesis of Li1.25V0.55Nb0.2O1.9F0.1 are compared

in Figure S7. The sample was then transferred to an Ar-filled glovebox and ball milled

using a Retsch PM 400 planetary ball mill at 180 rpm for 2 h to attain a uniform par-

ticle size.
Electrochemistry

All the cathode films were composed of the active materials, Super C65 (Timcal),

and polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE, DuPont, Teflon 8A) in a weight ratio of

7:2:1. To make the cathode films, the hand-ground cathode materials and

Super C65 in the above ratio were mixed and shaker-milled for 90 min in an

Ar-filled glovebox using a SPEX 800M mixer, after which PTFE was added and

manually mixed for 30 min. The composite was then rolled into thin films inside

a glovebox. A commercial electrolyte of 1 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate and

dimethyl carbonate solution (1:1 volume ratio) was used. A glass microfiber filter

(Whatman) was used as the separator. FMC Li-metal foil was used as the anode.

Coin cells were assembled in an Ar-filled glovebox and tested on an Arbin battery

testing instrument at room temperature at a galvanostatic charge/discharge rate of

10 mA g�1.
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Characterization

The structures of the obtainedmaterials were analyzed using XRD (RigakuMiniflex 600)

with Cu Ka radiation. The particle morphology was verified using field-emission scan-

ning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, Zeiss Gemini Ultra-55). Transmission electron mi-

croscopy (TEM) samples were prepared by drop casting the solution onto a standard

400 copper-mesh TEM grid with lacey carbon support in an Ar-filled glovebox. The

scanning transmission electron microscopy with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy

(STEM-EDX) characterizations were performed using JEM-2010F and Titan X micro-

scopes. In situ electrochemical tests were performed using a customized cell with a

beryllium window to allow X-ray penetration. The XRDmeasurements were performed

on a Bruker D8 diffractometer using Bragg-Brentano geometry with Mo Ka radiation.

Each scanwas performed for 1 hwhile the cell was cycled at C/20 for two full cycles. The

Rietveld refinement was performed using TOPAS software 6.0.70
Computational methods

A complete model for the configurational thermodynamics of LVNOFmust account for

the Li and TM distributions on the cation sublattice as well as the O/F arrangement on

the anion sublattice. Such a systemwith coupleddisorder onmultiple sublattices canbe

well studied using the coupled cluster-expansion approach.71 The cluster-expansion

model has been demonstrated to be an effective method to capture long-range order

in intercalation cathodes72,73 as well as short-range order in DRX systems.30,32,56,74 In a

cluster expansion, the configurational-energy dependence is captured by an expansion

into different cluster functions, which can be formulated as37,75

E =
X
i;sp1

Jsp1i s
sp1
i +

X
i;j;sp1;sp2

Jsp1sp2ij s
sp1
i s

sp2
j +

X
i;j;k;sp1;sp2;sp3

Jsp1sp2sp3ijk s
sp1
i s

sp2
j s

sp3
k . .

(Equation 2)

Here, s
sp
i corresponds to the occupancy of a certain site(s) with a certain species sp,

and J refers to the effective cluster interactions (ECIs). In our system of LVNOF, pair

interactions up to 7.1 Å, triplet interactions up to 4.0 Å, and quadruplet interactions

up to 4.0 Å based on a rocksalt lattice with a cubic lattice parameter a = 3.0 Å were

included in the cluster-expansion formalism. All interactions were taken with respect

to a baseline electrostatic energy defined using the formal charges of the ionic spe-

cies and a dielectric constant which is fitted together with the ECIs. The ECIs were

fitted to DFT energies of sampled structures using a L1-regularized least-squares

regression approach,76 with the regularization parameters selected to minimize

the cross-validation score.76 The cluster expansion was fitted with a root-mean-

squared error of less than 7 meV/atom. The minimized cross-validation errors

were converged to less than 10 meV/atom as well.

With the constructed cluster expansion, we performed finite-temperature configuration

sampling with canonical MC using the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm.77 For each

sampled composition and temperature, the equilibration consisted of 8,000,000 MC

steps, and the production consisted of 8,000,000 MC steps. A total of 1,000 MC struc-

tures were sampled during the production run; from this, we selected 10 structures on

which to perform DFT calculations to obtain the volume and locally relaxed atomic po-

sitions. For the compounds with 0.0, 0.2, and 0.4 F per formula unit, the MC was per-

formed using a 23 23 5 supercell. For F contents of 0.1 and 0.3, a 23 43 5 supercell

was used to ensure an integer number of all the atoms in the cell.

All the energetics, structures, and oxidation states of the studied cathode materials

were obtained from first-principles computation using the projector-augmented

wave (PAW) method78 implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package
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(VASP).79 The SCAN+rVV10 functional was used to consider intermediate-to-long-

range van der Waals interactions80,81 to more accurately describe structural changes

associated with (de)lithiation of the FCC polymorphs of the cathodematerials. For all

our calculations, a plane-wave basis set with an energy cut-off of 520 eV and a recip-

rocal space discretization of 25 k-points/Å were adopted. The total energies were

converged to 10�6 eV for the electronic loops and interatomic forces were

converged to 0.02 eV Å�1 for ionic loops.

For layered LiMO2, the partial molar lattice parameter was taken as the change of

c-parameter (out-of-layer direction) upon delithiation normalized by the number

of extracted Li to account for the anisotropic strain. However, for the cubic disor-

dered rocksalt LiMO2, an isotropic volume change was assumed and the partial

molar lattice parameter was approximated from the average change of all three lat-

tice parameters upon delithiation normalized by the number of removed Li.

The regression model for fitting the partial molar extraction volume of Li uses L1-reg-

ularization with an objection function of

argmin
v

�
1

2
kXv � yk22 + lkvk1

�
; s:t: y = Xv; (Equation 3)

where X is the site occupancy matrix, y contains all the partial molar extraction vol-

umes of Li, l is a coefficient that weighs the L1-norm penalty and v contains the fitted

coefficients of partial molar extraction volumes of Li. The site occupancy is defined as

the concentration of each species normalized by the total number of anions in the

delithiated structure, including Litet, Lioct, Vtet, Voct, Nboct, O, and F. Since the occu-

pancies are constrained by site and charge conservations, the 7 degrees of freedom

(DOFs) reduce to 4 DOFs. The detailed process for feature selection for the regres-

sion model is discussed in the supplemental experimental procedure. To minimize

the correlation among site variables Litet, Vtet, Nboct and F were selected as the

feature set used in the linear regression.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.joule.
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